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The third edition of this essential text has been updated andexpanded with new materials that
reflects the most recentdevelopments in the field, and explores our current understandingof a
wide range of topics linked to aging and olderadulthood.com/move/erberwiley.updated
content material such as for example revisedcase histories and reworked materials on
essential concepts and researchapplicationsRetains the successful format of the next edition,
with chaptercontents framed by specific historiesDual models add cohesiveness to the
presentation of theoryThematic structure facilitates reader comprehensionInstructor
resources provided on-line upon publication at www.Fresh edition includes  
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Five Stars Good condition Mssing Pages New copy is lacking pages. Five Stars Arrived as
expected Pretty easy read Needed this textbook meant for a college program. Came in used
condition, but without highlighting which i LOVE! It is exactly as pictured and is full of readable
chapters in aging and other adulthood I actually purchased this for my Psych 125 class and it
arrived on time in CA. Five Stars Great Three Stars Not thrilled that the reserve was completely
highlighted and pup eared nonetheless it got the work done. it was easy to follow but there is
no new information This was an okay book. Quite easy read! Nothing new, it was easy to
follow but there is no new information. It is exactly as pictured and is usually full of readable
chapters on aging and other adulthood.
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